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Sleep Tip of the Day!

Marines Toys for Tots Drive

Best Mattress Sponsored Pet Adoptions

SNAP! Finance: Financing for All

What Our Customers Think

V

Drop to Stop Child Abuse: Success

Employee Spot Light: Cameron Diamant

Beauty Rest Black is among customers’ top
picks for mattress comfort
“ A top-of-the-line mattress provides top-ofthe-line sleep. I’m glad I won’t be missing
out!”
-Marcela P.

Making it Easier to get into Bed
SNAP! Financing turns getting a new mattress into a possibility for some who may find that
receiving lending is a limited option. This growing financing company bases its lending
judgement standards on different principles than one may find at your local bank. SNAP
specializes in assisting households with limited assets and income. Easy financing normally
comes with less perks. With SNAP, however, a lendee can still receive excellent benefits such as
no money down, or an interest free purchase within various time frames. Click to check out a
recent interview with SNAP representatives at the 2017 Bedding Conference.

Cameron Diamant: Henderson Sleep Extraordinaire
Cameron began working with Best Mattress November 30th, 2012.
Coming up on his fifth-year anniversary of walking through the Best
doors, Cameron is most excited to prove what more he can
accomplish within the company. The excitement doesn’t stop there.
Cameron enjoys the opportunity Best Mattress allows to provide a
better life for his family. “I get more vacation time now, I can spend
even more time with my family,” Cameron adds.
This enthusiastic Sleep Expert admits to having high motivation from
the moment he stepped onto the sales floor. He advises anyone in a
customer service position to put the customers first. “Everything else
will fall into place once you put the customer first,” is Cameron’s
motto when assisting a patron’s needs to find a better night’s sleep.

“I love this company!”
-Cameron Diamant

There are many factors in which you can attribute Cameron’s
successes as a Sleep Expert. Cam, as he is called, shares his ‘secret
sauce’ to be “creating a trusting and fun environment while getting
to know someone” in his store.
ME: Do you have any suggestions on how to keep up enthusiasm
such as yours over the years?

CAM: Everyday has to be fun. Greet everyone with a smile. Stay
grounded and humble.
Great words from a great sales guru.

Local celebrity faces like Britney and Sparks from
KOMP join David Mizrahi & Olive Crest in the fight to
stop child abuse by rappelling from 345ft!

Notes from Christi

Our Customers Love US!
Senior dog Lobo was adopted
& picked up his Serta Pet Bed at Best Mattress!
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